
ID: RW147_34_9
Status: for sale
Construction Stage: ready for use
Commissioned to use: 0000-00-00
Town: Sunny Beach
Name: Sunny Day 6 - Studio
Locartion: by the sea / South Coast
Distance from the sea: 4000
Distance from the airport: 25000 m
Type of Real Estate: apartments
Type:
Surface area from - to: 34.00m2 - 34.00m2
Total price from : 15000 euro
Price per m2 from: 441 euro
Furniture: included in the price

Especially recommended for 

Description 
Studio with a View on the Minigolf! Good Price: 15,000.00 EUR! Perfect Rental!
 
Economy apartment 9A is located on the first floor of building D34 in Sunny Day 6 Resort.
The apartment has a fully equipped kitchenette. For the comfort of the guests, there is also an individually controlled
air-conditioning and a cable TV. Renting this apartment out is a wise investment!
 
A few words about the complex:
Sunny Day 6 Resort is a complex combining traditional Bulgarian architecture with the modern trends. It is located in the small
village of Tankovo close to the most famous holiday resort in Bulgaria, Sunny Beach. The sandy beach is only 4 km far, and
during the summer season, there is a regular public transport bus service organized between Sunny Day 6 Resort and the
beach area.
Guests could find in the resort everything they need for a comfortable stay: grocery, several restaurants and bars, five outdoor
swimming pools (!), tennis courts, miniature golf, playground, huge green areas. Sunny Day 6 Resort is a closed building
complex under 24 h security surveillance.

Attractions 

Features
Why to buy it?

    24 h security surveillance
    Furniture in the price
    Perfect place for the whole family

 
Features:

    5 swimming pools
    Playground
    Restaurant
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    Grocery
    24 h security surveillance
    Sports fields
    Mini golf field
    Tennis courts
    Green areas

Services

Payment Regulations
Payment Policy - to be established with the seller
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